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• Given by an experimentalist

• little formalism 

• provide some experimental details

• should be pretty basic for Ph.D students

• Style

• Informal - ask questions at any time
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Lecture Caveats



• General Introduction

• Nuclear Inelastic Response

• Nucleon Elastic Form Factors

• Polarized Targets
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• Topics

• Why electron scattering?

• Experimental Techniques

• Elastic electron scattering

• nuclear charge and magnetization densities

• nucleon form factors

• Quasi-elastic scattering

• A(e,e’)X

• A(e,e’p)X

• Deep Inelastic Scattering

• Unpolarized

• Polarized

• Polarized Targets
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Lecture Outline



Why use electrons?
• Electron-nucleus interaction is well known

• QED: exact theory, point-like probe
If using a strongly interaction probe 
(p, π); both the interaction and the 
system are unknown; further the 
probe can have internal d.o.f

• Interaction is weak, α = 1/137
• perturbation of nucleus small
• reaction mechanism simple

• Interaction is known (QED):  E/M interaction 
of electron with the charge ρ and current J 
densities of the nucleus
• σ is calculable

solution of Dirac equation
quantitative
confidence
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There are disadvantages
• σ ∝ α2 ~ 10-4, small

• need high intensity
• need thick targets
• need large solid angles

• Electron mass small
• for small λ need large 

accelerators
• in the past they had poor 

duty factor and poor ΔE/E 
(resolution)

• Radiative effects
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Experimental aims:
1) elastic scattering
- (spin-) structure of the nucleus                                                          
                                      form factors, charge distribution
                          analyzing power T20

2) quasielastic scattering (exclusive, inclusive)
- structure of the nucleon         form factors
- medium modification
- momentum distribution, occupancies
- shell structure in the nucleus
- transparency factor, color transparency
- x>1 on light to heavy nuclei, scaling
3) (deep) inelastic scattering
- excitation of resonances
- x-scaling of cross sections measured on different nuclei
- composition of the nucleon (gluons, quarks, spin)

examine 
the N-N interaction

very few of these topics are covered by these lectures



3 cases:
1. low q, ω
- photon wavelength λ is long compared with the size of the nucleon. 
- nucleon is seen as a point (probably a nucleus can be resolved)
2. higher q, ω , E ~100 MeV to  ~1 GeV

- wavelength is comparable to the nucleon size. 
- can resolve the finite size of the nucleon.
3. very high q, ω 
- wavelength is much shorter than the nucleon size 
- photon can resolve the internal structure of the nucleon.

Different energy regimes,
depending on the momentum q and energy ω carried by the photon

N N

γ (ω,q)

Determines resolution: ! !c/q



Nuclear Response Function
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B. Frois / Electron scattering at intermediate energy 59c 
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FIGURE 1 
Schemat ic re~resent~t jon2 of  the nuctear response funct ion to efectromaqnet ic 
probes.  D2 is the four vector ~~nturn transfer defined by if2 = ?j2 -  G2 and Y 
is the energy transfer v = E -  E '  fv E w) .  The absorpt ion of  real  photons 
(02 = 0)  is a purely transverse exci tat ion dominated bv the giant  resonance 
below the pion threshold and by the data resonance abave the pion threshold.  
For lepton scat tering (D2 )  D)  the absorbed photon is virtual .  This enables not  
only to vary ?j  and w independent ly,  but  also to have longi tudinal  and trans-  
verse exci tat ions.  Lepton scat tering on bath a nucleus and a proton has been 
represented.  This comparison stresses the modificat ion of  the response funct ion 
due to the nuclear medium.  The very deep inelast ic region is the region where 
both D2 and v are extremely large.  In this region scal ing effects are observed 
giving clear evidence of  the presence of  quarks.  Differences in the scal ing 
behavior of  heavv nuclei  such as the observat ions of  the European Muon Col labo-  
rat ion (EMC)  are interpreted as modificat ions of  quark dynamics in the nuclear 
medium.  

independent ly.  West3 predicted about  ten years ago that  the response funct ion 

should then depend only an the variable y,  defined by y = k 6.  This variable 

is the component  of  the momentum t  of  the knocked out  nucleon paral lel  to the 

momentum transfer 6.  The experimental  data plot ted as a funct ion of  y al l  l ie 

on the same curve represent ing the scal ing funct ion Ftyf .  This can be used to 

map out  ~~nturn distribut ions at  very high ~~nturn transfers provided that  

final  state interact ions and relat ivist ic effects are understood.  Only two 

experiments at  SLAC on deuterium4 and %e [ref .5]  have reached the very high 

momentum region where the condi t ion of  val idi ty q >> kF is sat isfied.  Roth 

show clearly this scal ing behavior.  At  present  none of  the three-body 
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Electron beams
• need high energy

• q ~ 2E sin (θ/2)
• E ~ 0.5 -> 1 GeV for resolution 1.5/q ~ 0.2 fm

• need high duty cycle for coincidence reactions
• for coincidence expts: accidentals ~ I2

• reduces rates in detectors, multiple hits, tracking
• need high beam intensity to compensate for α2

• need small ∆E/E to separate nuclear levels
• need polarized electrons

• statistical error 
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4 Travelling-Wave Accelerator Structures

In the previous Section, we determined that a cylindrical waveguide which is “loaded” with con-
ducting discs set periodically along its length is suitable for accelerating particles, in that it is
possible to design such a structure with a phase velocity of the longitudinal electric field which is
equal to the velocity of the particles to be accelerated. So far so good – but we still do not have
much insight into what constitutes a “good” accelerator structure (or even an acceptable one).

Such structures – usually known as disc-loaded waveguides, or “DLWG’s” – can be designed
in two fundamental flavors – travelling-wave type or standing-wave type. In this section we will
explore the parameters of the more common travelling-wave structure type, seeking insight into
what constitutes a “good” DLWG.

Figure 11 shows a schematic of a travelling-wave DLWG: RF power at frequency ! is introduced
at an input coupler at the upstream end, propagates through the structure in the form of acceler-
ating fields to the downstream end, and exits through an output coupler. Immediately upstream
of the input coupler and downstream of the output coupler are cuto! irises; these are thick discs
with very long holes which prevent (via evanescence) any significant RF power from escaping from
the structure.

Figure 11: Schematic of a travelling-wave disc-loaded waveguide, in which RF power propagates
from the input coupler to the output coupler through a series of accelerating cavities.

Let us imagine that in the steady-state the structure’s stored energy per unit length is U !(z) !
dU/dz, the power lost into the walls per unit length is given by pw(z) ! dPw/dz, that the power
from the source is given by P0, and that the power flow at a point along the structure is given
by P (z). By conservation of energy, we can require that at every point z along the structure, the
time rate of change of stored energy per unit length must be equal to the power dissipated into
the walls per unit length, plus the power flow from upstream to z, minus the power flow from z to

30

Free space solution to Maxwell’s equations
!! · !E =

"Ez
"z

= "kE0,zexp[i(#t" kz)] = 0

No good for our purpose.

Exploit B.C.s => disk loaded cylindrical wave guide

http://www.desy.de/~njwalker/uspas/

Electron beams

http://www.desy.de/~njwalker/uspas/
http://www.desy.de/~njwalker/uspas/


Acceleration

• electrons are riding on 
a microwave (standing or 
travelling wave) 
• source: klystron
• resonator: cavity 
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cavities
(drift tubes)

RF-wave
guide

K

beam
direction

TM01 mode: transverse magnetic field
               longitudinal electric field

acceleration only if  phase velocity = 
particle velocity and it arrives at the 
right time (phase)

in a (hollow) wave guide: vφ > c 



Klystron
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1. The electron gun  produces a flow of 
electrons.

2. The bunching cavities  regulate the 
speed of the electrons so that they 
arrive in bunches at the output cavity.

3. The bunches of electrons excite 
microwaves in the output cavity  of the 
klystron.

4. The microwaves flow into the 
waveguide , which transports them to 
the accelerator.

5. The electrons are absorbed in the beam 
stop.



Linear Accelerators
• Cu-cavities
• high field gradient -> large 

power losses
• consequences

• pulsed machines
• poor duty factor, 10-4 -> 

10-2

• poor energy resolution 
of beam, 10-2 -> 10-3

• Stanford, SLAC, Bates, 
NIKHEF, Saclay
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http://www.desy.de/~njwalker/uspas/

http://www.desy.de/~njwalker/uspas/
http://www.desy.de/~njwalker/uspas/


Linac Stretchers
• Add stretchers ring to linac

• inject pulses
• extract during time 

between pulses
• get duty factor of ~0.8

• get intensities of ~20 μA

• energy resolution still a 
problem
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Original design for Jefferson Lab

2 !s 2 !s
2 few ms



Linac & Storage Ring

• Accumulate many pulses of linac
• internal beam of 200 mA
• use with internal targets
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• good duty factor
• acceptable luminosity
• large acceptance detectors



Modern Accelerators
• Race-track microtrons

• Room temperature Cu cavities
• low gradient allows for CW operation
• recirculate many times
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• Superconducting cavities
• use Nb-cavities at 2K
• Q-values of 1013 -> low losses
• CW and a gradient of 5 - 10 MeV/m
• JLAB, Darmstadt



• neighboring cavities have 
opposite polarity

• travel time of e to next cavity 
= 1/2f 18

Racetrack Microtron

• one accelerator
• focusing on only one path
• corrector magnets on every 

orbit



MAMI
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2 niobium (multi-) cavity

Superconducting cavity:

CEBAF: 2x160 cavities, 1.497 GHz,
            2 K (liquid He), 7.7 MV/m

for ILC:
20000 Nb cavities needed,
= 500 t Nb
= 4 years production
= 300 M$ 

high gradients needed!
record: 51 MV/m KEK (single cell)
standard: 35 MV/m
problem:
magnetic field at the surface heats cavity up
cleaning room:
surface ultra-smooth, scrubbed with
100 bar water beam
high Q: loaded ~107

                    intrinsic ~1010



CEBAF

• double-sided microtron, superconducting Nb 
cavities at 2K

• 7.7 MeV/m
• high Q ~106

• low losses
• energy: 0.8 – 6 GeV

• spread: 5 10-5
• current: 1 – 120 μA (A & C), 1nA – 1μA (B) 
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spot at target: > 50 μm
divergence   : < 100 μrad

RF beam splitter -> 3 
simultaneous beams

correlated energies
independent currents
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A
B

CA

B

C

A B C

Pockels cell

Gun

0.6 GeV linac
(20 cryomodules)

1497 MHz
67 MeV injector

(2 1/4 cryomodules)
1497 MHz

RF separators
499 MHz

Double sided
septum

499 MHz,
Δφ = 120°

RF-pulsed
drive lasers

Wien filter

Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility

Chopper



Energy Measurement

• \
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energy:

accuracy of energy measurement: 2 10-4

needed:
• measurement of angle
  wire scanners survey

• field integral
  reference magnet/NMR
  measured to 10-5 

E =

c

!

!
Bdl
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Another method: e-p elastic (Jlab, Hall A)
Measure electron and recoil angle of the electron and proton 
scattered from H

target: 10-30 μm CH2

detectors: Si strip
proton: fixed at 60o, 
            TOF measurement
electron: 9o – 41o
              Cerenkov 

beam energy 
range: 0.5 – 6 GeV
accuracy: Δp/p < 2 10-4

All three measurements agree!
arc in hall A&C, ep-method



Spectrometers/Detectors
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•!B
d!p

!p

!F = q!v ! !B =

d!p
dt

Lorentz Force

d!p

!p
!p + d!p

d!

d!p = q(!vdt) ! !B = qd!l ! !B

d! =

dp

p
=

q

p
Bdl

! !! =
q

p

!
Bdl

Deflection of electrons in magnetic field

Deflection ∆θ, even if B field is not uniform
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(First) Born approximation

Initial-state radiation Final-state radiation

Cross section for photon emission ~ dω/ω 
=> integral diverges logarithmically: IR catastrophe

Vertex correction => cancels divergent terms; Schwinger (1949)

Multiple soft-photon emission: solved by exponentiation,
Yennie-Frautschi-Suura (YFS), 1961 

Basics of QED radiative corrections
(internal bremsstrahlung: Mo,Tsai, Maximon)

• photon emission during reaction,
• changes cross section

!exp = (1 + ")!Born, " =
!2#

$
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Radiative corrections

Radiative Corrections:
• Electron vertex correction (a)
• Vacuum polarization (b)
• Electron bremsstrahlung (c,d)
• Two-photon exchange (e,f)
• Proton vertex and VCS (g,h)
• Corrections (e-h) depend on the 
  nucleon structure
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Radiative corrections
Inelastic Electron-Proton Scattering
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Some kinematics
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4-momentum transfer:
q2 = (energy change)2 - (momentum change)2

eµ = (e,!e ) e!µ = (e!,!e !)

q2 = (e ! e")2 ! (!e !!e ")2

= e2 + e"2 ! 2ee" ! (e2 + e"2 ! 2ee" cos("))

= !2ee"(1 ! cos("))

= !2ee"(2 sin2
"
2
)

= !4ee" sin2
"
2
# !Q2

(e ! e" + P )2 = X2

q2 + P 2 + 2Pq = X2

!Q2 +M2 + 2M! = X2

For elastic scattering X2 = M2 and Q2  = 2Mυ

Usually X is called W and referred to as the mass of the final hadronic state.
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Some kinematics
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FIGURE 1 
Schemat ic re~resent~t jon2 of  the nuctear response funct ion to efectromaqnet ic 
probes.  D2 is the four vector ~~nturn transfer defined by if2 = ?j2 -  G2 and Y 
is the energy transfer v = E -  E '  fv E w) .  The absorpt ion of  real  photons 
(02 = 0)  is a purely transverse exci tat ion dominated bv the giant  resonance 
below the pion threshold and by the data resonance abave the pion threshold.  
For lepton scat tering (D2 )  D)  the absorbed photon is virtual .  This enables not  
only to vary ?j  and w independent ly,  but  also to have longi tudinal  and trans-  
verse exci tat ions.  Lepton scat tering on bath a nucleus and a proton has been 
represented.  This comparison stresses the modificat ion of  the response funct ion 
due to the nuclear medium.  The very deep inelast ic region is the region where 
both D2 and v are extremely large.  In this region scal ing effects are observed 
giving clear evidence of  the presence of  quarks.  Differences in the scal ing 
behavior of  heavv nuclei  such as the observat ions of  the European Muon Col labo-  
rat ion (EMC)  are interpreted as modificat ions of  quark dynamics in the nuclear 
medium.  

independent ly.  West3 predicted about  ten years ago that  the response funct ion 

should then depend only an the variable y,  defined by y = k 6.  This variable 

is the component  of  the momentum t  of  the knocked out  nucleon paral lel  to the 

momentum transfer 6.  The experimental  data plot ted as a funct ion of  y al l  l ie 

on the same curve represent ing the scal ing funct ion Ftyf .  This can be used to 

map out  ~~nturn distribut ions at  very high ~~nturn transfers provided that  

final  state interact ions and relat ivist ic effects are understood.  Only two 

experiments at  SLAC on deuterium4 and %e [ref .5]  have reached the very high 

momentum region where the condi t ion of  val idi ty q >> kF is sat isfied.  Roth 

show clearly this scal ing behavior.  At  present  none of  the three-body 

I. Elastic Electron Scattering from Nuclei
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Mfi: scattering amplitude

Df : density of the final states
(or phase factor)
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!
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e"kf ·xV (x)e"ki·xd3x

=

!
eiq·xV (x)d3x

Plane wave approximation for incoming and outgoing electrons

Born approximation (interact only once)
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(02 = 0)  is a purely transverse exci tat ion dominated bv the giant  resonance 
below the pion threshold and by the data resonance abave the pion threshold.  
For lepton scat tering (D2 )  D)  the absorbed photon is virtual .  This enables not  
only to vary ?j  and w independent ly,  but  also to have longi tudinal  and trans-  
verse exci tat ions.  Lepton scat tering on bath a nucleus and a proton has been 
represented.  This comparison stresses the modificat ion of  the response funct ion 
due to the nuclear medium.  The very deep inelast ic region is the region where 
both D2 and v are extremely large.  In this region scal ing effects are observed 
giving clear evidence of  the presence of  quarks.  Differences in the scal ing 
behavior of  heavv nuclei  such as the observat ions of  the European Muon Col labo-  
rat ion (EMC)  are interpreted as modificat ions of  quark dynamics in the nuclear 
medium.  

independent ly.  West3 predicted about  ten years ago that  the response funct ion 

should then depend only an the variable y,  defined by y = k 6.  This variable 

is the component  of  the momentum t  of  the knocked out  nucleon paral lel  to the 

momentum transfer 6.  The experimental  data plot ted as a funct ion of  y al l  l ie 

on the same curve represent ing the scal ing funct ion Ftyf .  This can be used to 

map out  ~~nturn distribut ions at  very high ~~nturn transfers provided that  

final  state interact ions and relat ivist ic effects are understood.  Only two 

experiments at  SLAC on deuterium4 and %e [ref .5]  have reached the very high 

momentum region where the condi t ion of  val idi ty q >> kF is sat isfied.  Roth 

show clearly this scal ing behavior.  At  present  none of  the three-body 

I. Elastic Electron Scattering from Nuclei
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Form Factor and Charge Distribution
Using Coulomb potential from a charge distribution, ρ(x),
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only to vary ?j  and w independent ly,  but  also to have longi tudinal  and trans-  
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represented.  This comparison stresses the modificat ion of  the response funct ion 
due to the nuclear medium.  The very deep inelast ic region is the region where 
both D2 and v are extremely large.  In this region scal ing effects are observed 
giving clear evidence of  the presence of  quarks.  Differences in the scal ing 
behavior of  heavv nuclei  such as the observat ions of  the European Muon Col labo-  
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independent ly.  West3 predicted about  ten years ago that  the response funct ion 

should then depend only an the variable y,  defined by y = k 6.  This variable 

is the component  of  the momentum t  of  the knocked out  nucleon paral lel  to the 

momentum transfer 6.  The experimental  data plot ted as a funct ion of  y al l  l ie 

on the same curve represent ing the scal ing funct ion Ftyf .  This can be used to 

map out  ~~nturn distribut ions at  very high ~~nturn transfers provided that  

final  state interact ions and relat ivist ic effects are understood.  Only two 

experiments at  SLAC on deuterium4 and %e [ref .5]  have reached the very high 
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I. Elastic Electron Scattering from Nuclei
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B. Frois / Electron scattering at intermediate energy 59c 
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FIGURE 1 
Schemat ic re~resent~t jon2 of  the nuctear response funct ion to efectromaqnet ic 
probes.  D2 is the four vector ~~nturn transfer defined by if2 = ?j2 -  G2 and Y 
is the energy transfer v = E -  E '  fv E w) .  The absorpt ion of  real  photons 
(02 = 0)  is a purely transverse exci tat ion dominated bv the giant  resonance 
below the pion threshold and by the data resonance abave the pion threshold.  
For lepton scat tering (D2 )  D)  the absorbed photon is virtual .  This enables not  
only to vary ?j  and w independent ly,  but  also to have longi tudinal  and trans-  
verse exci tat ions.  Lepton scat tering on bath a nucleus and a proton has been 
represented.  This comparison stresses the modificat ion of  the response funct ion 
due to the nuclear medium.  The very deep inelast ic region is the region where 
both D2 and v are extremely large.  In this region scal ing effects are observed 
giving clear evidence of  the presence of  quarks.  Differences in the scal ing 
behavior of  heavv nuclei  such as the observat ions of  the European Muon Col labo-  
rat ion (EMC)  are interpreted as modificat ions of  quark dynamics in the nuclear 
medium.  

independent ly.  West3 predicted about  ten years ago that  the response funct ion 
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I. Elastic (e,e’) Scattering ⇒ charge distributions
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In ‘70s large data set was acquired on elastic electron scattering (mainly at 
Saclay) over large Q2-range and for variety of nuclei

“Model-independent” analysis of these data provided accurate results on 
charge distribution for comparison with the best available theory:  Mean-
Field Density-Dependent Hartree-Fock
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